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Making music is about collaboration, listening and play. Here’s an easy way to start a family band started and learn about the element of 
texture at the same time.

How
1. Gather items from the kitchen that you can tap, scrape or shake 

to create interesting sounds. Test out the objects - which ones do 
you like the sound of? Which sound go well together? 

2. Choose your object and make up a short rhythm. Ask each per-
son to share their rhythm one at a time and then invite everyone 
to copy it together. This will make one layer of sound because 
everyone is playing the same thing. 

3. Next, try putting some of the different rhythms together at the 
same time. Does it sound good? This makes a thick texture be-
cause there are two or more layers of sound that are different.

 
4. Adapt and change your rhythms until you like the sound. This is 

jamming! If you want to perform as a band you can invite some-
one to listen to your jam or work out the best combination of 
sounds and start rehearsing this for a performance. 

Kitchen Band

Looking for other great activities like this? Subscribe at artslive.com.au

Things
You

Need
kitchen objects that

you can shake, scrape, 
tap or strike to make 

sounds. 

Optional 
Extras

Any  musical instruments
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Things to
Think About
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Could you make a 
rhythm from a song 
that you already know?

Which object make the best
instruments? 

When you listen to music can 
you hear different rhythms or 
melodies being played by differ-
ent instruments?  

Can you find a recorded song 
with different instruments but 
just one layer sound?

Kitchen Band
How many layers of sound there are depends on how many different rhythms or melodies the ‘instruments’ are making. 

4. Try putting the different rhythms together. 3. Give everyone a turn. 

2. One person can create a rhythm to copy. 1. Find kitchen objects to make sound with.


